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"ONES TRASH IS ANOTHER'S TREASURE" #SUSTAINABILITY, #TRASHTOTREASURE, 
#CONTEMPORARYTFA 
PART ONE: Using the examples from our course, you are required to research and 
identify ONE TRASH item that is being sustainably converted to ANOTHER 
TREASURE from within YOUR major(Textiles/ Fashion/Accessories), and write a 
1,000 word essay on it, including details of the process, the source of inspiration 
and the commercial success of the reborn product(s). This process must be well 
researched and supported with documentary evidence where necessary. Please 
reference your work!!! 

One Man's Trash Is Another 
Man's Treasure



Vegea Textile

01 Vegea is a vegetable 
leather 02

It doesn't need any 
water in order to 
manufacture it

04
Grapes skins and 
seeds is turned into 
a substance that 
resembles leather

05

2.5 kg of grape marc 
is attained from 10 
litters of wine and 
turned into 1 square 
meter of the vegan 
wine leather.

03
Wine leather doesn't 
need a complicated and 
toxic tanning procedure

06
No heavy metals, toxic 
chemicals and harmful 
substances for humans 
and the environment 
are included.



Eco-Friendly Vegan Leather From Wine 
Industry Leftovers

WINE 
LEATHER



"ONES TRASH IS ANOTHER'S TREASURE" -#SUSTAINABILITY, #TRASHTOTREASURE, 
#CONTEMPORARYTFA 
PART TWO: Design a Treasure of Your Own using Trash item(s) of Your Choice. 
You may use any number of components in any way you wish, but with the view 
that it is a contemporary product that will be sold. Please make this design on A4 
SIZE CANVAS (digital or manual is acceptable). It must be labelled and fully 
rendered so as to be clear in its vision and convey its aesthetic. Marks will be 
awarded specifically for execution and presentation of this component. Your 
Designs will be shared on Social Media.

One Man's Trash Is Another 
Man's Treasure



PENDANT LIGHT
Digital 
Rendering



PLASTIC BOTTLE WASTE


